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About This Content
This pack brings you three new lords that you can choose as starting perks for your Great Mage. Each lord comes with unique
stats and abilities.
Lords included in this pack:

"Nicolas Frost, the Head Mage of the Temple of Cold and the former Great Mage is offering his services.
In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""Cold Wanderer"" faction perk for your
Great Mage."
"Leya Inverse-Gabriev, the Magical Genius. She is a very highly-skilled magician, and her magical services are not as
expensive as you might think.
In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""Magical Genius"" faction perk for your
Great Mage."
"Halfall. You might not have heard his name before, but that is your loss. This lord is an ultimate ""Jack of All Trades"",
and he offers his talents to anyone who can afford it.
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In order to get this lord near your capital at the start of the game select the ""He Has It All"" faction perk for your Great Mage."
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playing this game in winter right after taking a shower at 4 AM while wearing a cut shirt and a short pants is insane!
only a look at all this ice can make me freeze, but I did all that to feel the game, and be with it in my mind and body!
and no, I didn't get sick.. my immunity must be unbreakable xD
I really liked this game, playing it with PC is much better than the phone
but again, I had a little trouble with the controls.. not sure if it's an issue, or I'm a bad player lol. UNFINISHED,
Full of Bugs.
game get stuck on the most simplest of tasks, walking from one pavement to another ull get stuck,
no lean round corners, badly finished and very boring,
AI is seriously bad, maps are terrible, movement and driving all horrible
it could be good if more time and effort went into it, but alas its just a 2\/10
played 5 hours all 5 hours i spent grinding and doing the same thing over and over and over and over and over and over. I didn't
want to but I have to give it a negative review
it was a lot of fun at the beginning but later it becomes irritating, I like beat'em up genre and here controls just feel wrong,
dodging attacks is very difficult, additionally the second boss has terrible hitboxes and I ended up not being able to dodge most
of it's attacks. when an enemy gets hit the rest of the combo seems to be locked to target the first hit enemy and I often hit not
the enemy I wanted to hit. the worst part though is the glitched checkpoint in the last level, it sent me to the beginning of the
level twice and I couldn't progress because of wall that appeared before the checkpoint and I had to restart the level and has
been forced to get to the second checkpoint without dying and it was hard because at this point the game just throws waves of
strong enemies at you.
most of the achievements are locked behind a DLC, you can't upgrade your character abilities to max level without buying it.
graphics, animation and soundtrack are great, it had a potential for a great game. I shouldn't expect an amazing game for such
low price but no price tag can ever justify a bugged game.. Technical glitches. I'm playing this on a brand new computer running
Windows 8.1. Here are the issues I've had.
I played KQ1 through KQ4 mostly without problems. Except, when I started playing KQ1, there was a major video glitch every
time I opened and closed the Inventory screen. It was really annoying, and while trying to solve the problem, I discovered that
KQ7 wasn't working at all. I am diligent in protecting my computers from viruses and destabilizing programs, so I very
reluctantly downloaded the software patch discussed in this forum, and was really annoyed to find it installing multiple
programs. Since my hard drive is new and has little on it, I plan to reformat it once I finish playing Kings Quest.
The patch seems to have made KQ7 work, but I haven't actually played it yet. It did not solve the video glitch problem, which I
tolerated through KQ3. One option is rather than opening the Inventory screen, instead type "Look at (inventory object)." KQ4
ran smoothly. Then I got to KQV and discovered the biggest annoyance yet.
Sierra originally released two versions of KQ5 - a floppy-disk version followed by a CD-ROM version released a year later. The
floppy version uses text windows to describe everything in the game, but with the CD-ROM version, they experimented with
voice overs. The version in this package is the CD-ROM version. The voice acting is absolutely terrible and they do not give you
the option to revert to text boxes. Every time you look at something, a narrator describes it for you in a cheesy radio announcer
voice, and the character voices are intolerable to the point that I don't want to play the game.
So, I considered skipping ahead to KQ6, and discovered a problem there too. The game uses a program called DOSBox to make
old DOS games compatible with newer computers. You have to run some basic configuration for each game, in the process
choosing whether to run it in a window that cannot be resized or full screen. I don't want to play in a window, but the full-screen
setting stretches the 4:3 aspect ration to fill my rectangular monitor, and I cannot figure out how to make it display 4:3.
So, I'm thinking I might just stop here and stop playing. It was fun playing KQ1 through KQ4 after all these years. I'd been
playing Skyrim for a while, and it was a trip to see the old-school graphics that took me back to my high school days when I first
played the games. It seemed to me like Skyrim might have taken a lot from King's Quest. I haven't played other Elder Scrolls
games, so I don't know the history there.
One other thing you should know. I was looking forward to experiencing the old-school graphics and was ironically disappointed
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to find that the version of KQ1 included in this package was not the original, but a re-release made years later utilizing updated
VGA graphics. While the graphics obviously look nicer, it made it hard to experience the full nostalgia I was looking for. Sierra
was criticized for remaking the game and decided not to remake any other games. The idea was that they were ruining a classic,
like colorizing a black and white movie.. Sutch a great game and I can't wait for it to expand in the future. Good game, good
graphics, good gameplay, enjoyable,♥♥♥♥♥♥ammount of players. Snow moto racing freedom is a twin stick racing game.
Controls are simple with boost, and one button used to trigger handbreak\/fast turn\/air rotation\/reverse, and the use of the right
stick is for avatar stunts. Performing stunts will refill the boost, even while you're driving and boosting at the same time,
although stunts forces slower turning. Releasing the gas in sharp turns provides more control over movement, and I've used it in
conjunction with releasing the left stick - timing is everything. The avatar can lean forward or back with the same left steering
stick which affects the whole sled and wheelies are easy to do too. The game is great and supports local multiplayer to crush
your friends in.
SMRF is worth picking up and playing with friends even if your not a fan of racing games in general.
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With this DLC you are getting 1 extra mission, 1 non canon character from VC 1 and 1 weapon (which is outclassed after third
story mission). Its a fun little addition and it only add value to other DLCs since you get this one for free when you buy at least
one DLC for the main game.. Thank you NIghtdive. It's a fantastic remaster. An old game with more action in a few hundred
megabytes than most AAA games pushing 40+ gigs. Controls are excellent and the graphics are more than acceptable for its age.
I was very surprised and pleased at how crisp the controls were. Mouse is a bit like cheating...time to pull out the hotas setup and
get the real feel this game can offer.. This game is decent in the fact that it has good graphics and is covered in scrolls
containing motivational quatrains, but the whole thing is robotic and has no controller support. All the achievements require you
to pick things up which is impossible due to the lack of controler support and due to how badly the game is designed, the
movement is sickening within the first few minutes. I would not recommend you purchase this game as it is not worth the 79
pence I spent on it!. quot;A Breakout clone with a story"
+ intresting powerups
- small levels
- feels incomplete
i would rather play "Drawkanoid" from humble originals. The wife and I enjoy playing this game side by side, and sure, we've
run into our share of issues, but we've gotten around most of them. Some of the issues we've figured out are:
-After playing for a while, the game will crash. It still requires a lot of optimization, so it's inevitable. When you go to reload
your game, it will freeze at the loading screen. That is to say, the game will not load up to the main menu. This is an issue where
your saved game file corrupted when the game crashed. To get around this, you will need to deactivate steam cloud saves (where
your progress saves on the steam cloud).
-Secondly, when you go to do a multiplayer game, when you invite your friend through steam (shift + tab), you need to make
sure the multiplayer menu is set to "open to all" instead of "invite only". Once you send the invite out AND the person joins
your game, you can change the multiplayer menu to "invite only" to close off your game (keep strangers from joining).
On this note, I wish there was a LAN option setting for multiplayer, as this game totally relies on a connection to Steam to work
in multiplayer. We've had crashes due to "losing connection to steam" or something to that effect.
-Third, turn your video settings down. I mentioned earlier that this game is not optimized. While I do have a system over a year
old, it is by no means a slouch, and when it pegs out my video card at 100% full time, and my CPU at 80-85%, it tends to crash
more often. Turn down some of the video settings, and you can enjoy several hours between crashes.
-lastly, this is kind of a pet peeve of mine, but for the love of christ, can you make the ACOG sight drop more than once a
frickin' week? Seriously, I've collected enough rifle scopes of all magnifications (1-4, 4-8, 6-12) and conditions (dilapitated
through Special) to build a bridge off the islands, but only seen 2 ACOG sights drop, the best one being in "worn" condition.
The wife and I do like this game, we love the concept and the open map, and we think it will be even better once most of the
bugs are worked out. That being said, SAVE OFTEN!!!! If you get a new weapon or attachment, fast travel to a safe house to
make sure it's saved on your character.
EDIT: After over 80 hours of game play, my desired ACOG finally dropped. Thank you :). Somebody Toucha My Spaghet
Good Gameplay
Spooky Jumpscares
A horror game about a meme is actually pretty good
It's also perfect for Halloween
I give this game a 10/10. I would definitely suggest this. It's probably the best impulse buy I've made in a while.
It does not hold your hand entirely, so if you are a complete newbie in art this will really be a bit difficult to keep up with, but if
you're more experienced with digital art it does cover quite a bit. Mainly I was incredibly interested in the first segment where
we get to see how he lays out his composition. I would have LIKED to see a more detailed description of how he got his smart
layers how he did so he could view all 4 compositions at once. Being able to see him work from opening photoshop to the end in
more or less real time is incredible (and is always helpful to have on hand).
He doesn't talk the entire time, but he does point out important details (right when I thought 'I don't like where she's placed, it
makes the focus too small' he had the same thought and explained he was going to move the element over to the left for a better
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look).
And while the added brushes are a godsend if you don't use Photoshop sadly that's unlicky for you. But without the brishes even
I find this purchase one well made and I am looking foward to checking out RobotPencil's other videos!. Can I have a refund
please?. This is a very relaxing game to play when you're bored or just want to take a pause from studying or something else..
pretty graphic, fun to play...
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